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Welcome to your home in

Bodrum

Bodrum is an important holiday resort located
at the Aegean, Turkey. A place where many
emperors throughout history wanted to
conquer. The city filled with bougainvilleas,
has a distinctive architecture, houses
coloured in blue and white. The blue paradise
has inspired many important artists and with
its history of thousands of years has many
artifacts from ancient societies.
Nowadays, Bodrum has become one of the
first places that comes to mind of many
people when they think of summer, known
for the sea, the sand, the sun, the colorful
nightlife and beautiful activities of art.
Bodrum has a quite vibrant and dynamic
nightlife and is one of the most popular
places of Turkey. The natural beauty of the
day and it’s calmness of the day end to the
never ending rhythm of entertainment at
night in Bodrum...
If a holiday means history for you, then you
are in the right place... The Bodrum Castle,
The Underwater Archeology Museum, The
Ancient Theater, The Halicarnassus
Mausoleum that is considered one of the 7
wonders of the world and many others are
waiting for you in Bodrum to see more of
history...
www.villarabodrum.com
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Designed to offer a holiday on the highest level
with everything your heart desires

Villara Bodrum

If you want to watch the most
beautiful sunset in Bodrum and
enjoy a quiet holiday, you are in
the right place. Villara is located
in Turgutreis, one of the most
exclusive locations of Bodrum
where you can enjoy your
holiday for four seasons.
There is calmness, silence and
comfort with a sea view that is
harmony, peace and nature
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The luxurious design, the high
functionality, the huge comfort
and the breathtaking view make
you feel like in paradise
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Live a private life

in Bodrum

Enjoy 350sqm private living space. The
villa has 5 1/2 bedrooms for up to 10
guests. All bedrooms are fully equipped
with:
• High quality boxspring beds
• En suite bathrooms in every bedroom
with WC and rain showers
• Hair dryer and body care products
• Bathrobes and slippers
• Flat screen TVs
• Electric curtains
• Air condition
• Minibar
• Hotel safe
4 bedrooms are located in the main floor, 2
offer sea view and 2 garden view. The 5th
bedroom is located downstairs. On request
we offer a 6th bedroom.
It is our pleasure to provide extra beddings,
more pillows or baby cribs.
As a matter of course high speed wifi is
available in every room and the outside area.
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Designed for your

comfort...

Entering Villara you will be overwhelmed by
the sea view threw the huge glass front. The
mix of Macedonian white marble, interior
design and the beautiful blue of the ocean
makes this villa to an exceptional place.
Inside you find a large and spacious living
room with a seating area for 10 people, a
separate dining table for 6 people, 2 TVs and
a guest bathroom. Ready for four seasons
Villara has air condition such as floor heating.
The following equipment makes your stay
lighthearted:
• Washing machines and dryer
• 1 ice machine
• Irons and ironing boards
•Laundry service for a charge fee.
The fully built in kitchen designed with the brand
Gaggenau is a special eye cather. It offers a full automatic
espresso mashine, a huge fridge and deepfreeze and a
full equipment with all the materials you need to feel the
comfort of a home. A special highlight is the wine cabinet
with a noble selection of best local and international wine
and champagne (against charge).
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Wake up to the

sea and the
nature
The large stunning private infinity
pool allows you to take a deep breath
and memorize the moment. You get
a magnificent panoramic view and a
130 meters garden area, offering an
unforgettable experience to enjoy
the swing with the enchanting sunset or
to read your book and sip your drink
on the edge of the peaceful pool. Lush
green lawns are automatically watered
and calm you every time you look.
Villara impresses with its specially
designed fossilized granite veneers in
its garden in addition to its landscaping
details.
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A poolside with

no excuses
Your private garden is ready
for a day to relax:
• Dining table for 10 people
• 2 shadowed saeting areas
• 6 sunbeds
• Daybed
• Chill out swing
• 20m pool, depth 1,40m
• Babypool
• Outside shower
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Villaras expert concierge is ready
to serve you with restaurant, bar,
beach club reservation, yacht
rental and many others.

Enjoy the comfort of
your private villa with the

service of a hotel

Thanks to the staff who lives in the
outbuilding room, it is our pleasure to offer you our fullest
service for the lenght of your stay.
Including:
• Full traditional breakfast every morning
• Daily cleaning and towel change
• A VIP Shuttle, Mercedes Benz Vito 2018, with your private
chauffeur for up to 9 people and luggage is at your disposal
daily (up to 100 km a day)
• Airport transfer
Against request and fee:
• Shopping service groceries or whatever is wished
• Lunch and dinner traditional turkish dishes prepared and
handmade cooked by your housemaid.
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Living History

‘’Halicarnassus Mausoleum’’

The Bodrum Castle was built
Bodrum Ancient Theater has been
between 14061523 by the
hosting the biggest concert organizations
Knights of St.Jean, standing with
in Bodrum for years and has all the
all of its beauty and majesty,
characteristics of theaters before the
visited by thousands of tourists
Roman Imperial Age. Bodrum Ancient
every year and has a history of
Theater, thought to have been built in
Mausoleum in every stone. The
400 BC, consists of three main sections
Castle is a symbol of Bodrum
in accordance with the traditions of
and has the largest underwater
Antiquity. Bodrum Ancient Theater
considered as the first known theater of
archaeological museum in
Anatolia, was organized as an open air
Europe.
museum after the excavations in 1973.
Bodrum Ancient Theater is located on the
Bodrum Turgutreis Highway, continues to
be the address of unforgettable concerts
and events with its magnificent acoustics
and stage arrangement ...

The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus is one of the most magnificent of the 7
Wonders of the World and was built in the name of Mausolus, the King of
Caria, who died in 353 BC by his wife and sister. The monument was built in
Bodrum, named ‘’Halicarnassus’’ in the period, and was designed as a gigantic
grave.
The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus is considered as one of the 7 Wonders of the
World, combines Greek and Egyptian architecture and was preserved until
the 13th century. This monumental tomb was first destroyed by an earthquake
and then the stones were used in the construction of the Bodrum Castle. In
addition, many reliefs and statues that belonged to the tomb were taken to
the British Museum in 1857 by the British. Every piece of the Mausoleum of
Halicarnassus will take you on a historical journey and welcomes its visitors in
the Tepecik neighborhood of Bodrum.
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It’s all about

Fun

Bodrum nightlife is amazing. Most of the
nighttime activities in Bodrum takes place on
the milelong Bodrum Bar Street (Cumhuriyet
Street) which is swamped with the largest
and most extravagant nightclubs in Bodrum.
Bodrum offers great nightlife activities with
its numerous bars, clubs, nightclubs and
shows for the holidaymakers.
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You just enjoy and

we will take care
of the rest
Villara is part of an upright
housing estate in a very friendly
neighborhood. Feel safe with secured
access 24 hours to the whole complex
and your own 7 security camera
system.
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contact@villarabodrum.com
www.villarabodrum.com

